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Key findings

Scamming and phishing make up 

86% of social engineering attacks. 

Business email compromise (BEC) 

accounts for 1 in every 10 attacks. 

Conversation hijacking has 

increased by 70% since 2022. 

Around 1 in 20 mailboxes were 

targeted with QR code attacks 

in the last quarter of 2023. 

Gmail is the most popular 

free webmail service used for 

social engineering. 

bit.ly is used in nearly 40% of 

social engineering attacks that 

include a shortened URL. 
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The impact and 
evolution of email-
based threats
While attackers seek to exploit many di�erent threat vectors, email remains among the most 

popular. Due to widespread email-based security attacks, businesses are su�ering monetary 

losses, reputational damage, and other negative impacts. 

According to 2023 research conducted by Ponemon 

Institute for Barracuda’s Cybernomics 101 report, 92% of 

surveyed organizations experienced an average of six 

credential compromises caused by phishing or other email-

based threats over the past 12 months. The report also 

shows that each IT sta� member assigned to remediation 

spent an average of 427 hours investigating, cleaning, 

fixing, and documenting phishing attacks in that time. 

When you factor in the downstream consequences of 

successful attacks — downtime, loss of business opportunity, 

reputational damage, ransom payments, and more — the 

financial costs can often reach $1 million or more. 

Researchers at Barracuda have identified 13 email threat 

types faced by organizations today. These range from 

high-volume attacks, such as spam or malware, to more 

targeted threats that use social engineering, such as 

business email compromise and impersonations. This 

report takes a closer look at five of these threat types that 

Barracuda researchers have been tracking closely, as 

well as insights on and examples of new ways attackers 

are attempting to trick victims or evade detection.  
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https://www.barracuda.com/reports/cybernomics
https://www.barracuda.com/reports/13-threats-report
https://www.barracuda.com/reports/13-threats-report
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/spam
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/malware
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/business-email-compromise
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/brand-impersonation
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Conversation hijacking
Conversation hijacking, also sometimes known as vendor 

impersonation, is a targeted email attack. Cybercriminals insert 

themselves into existing business conversations or initiate 

new conversations based on information they’ve gathered 

from compromised email accounts or other sources.   

Conversation hijacking made up only 0.5% of the social 

engineering attacks in the past year, but that represents a 

nearly 70% increase compared to 2022, when it made up 

0.3% of attacks. Although these attacks require a lot of e�ort 

from hackers to execute, the payouts can be significant. 

Conversation hijacking is typically, but not always, part of an 

account-takeover attack. Attackers use phishing attacks to steal 

login credentials and compromise business accounts. They 

then spend time reading through emails and monitoring the 

compromised account to understand business operations and 

to learn about deals in progress, payment procedures, and other 

details. Criminals leverage this information, including internal 

and external conversations between employees, partners, 

and customers, to craft authentic-looking and convincing 

messages, send them from impersonated domains, and trick 

victims into wiring money or updating payment information.

Social engineering 
attack trends 
Barracuda researchers have been tracking five distinct categories 

of social engineering attacks, analyzing 69 million attacks 

across 4.5 million mailboxes over 12 months for this report.

10.6%  - BEC

2.7% - Extortion0.5%  - Conversation Hijacking

35.5% - Phishing

50.6% - Scamming

Social engineering 
attacks

https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/conversation-hijacking
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/account-takeover
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/phishing
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Business email compromise (BEC) attacks
BEC attacks usually involve a cybercriminal impersonating an 

individual inside or outside an organization. In 2023, these attacks 

made up 10.6% — more than one in 10 — of all social engineering 

attacks, and the numbers show a steady increase year on year. 

BEC attacks grab headlines. Organizations from every industry 

— education, healthcare, retail, travel, financial services, energy, 

government, and more — fell victim to one of these attacks in 

2023, often losing millions of dollars. In a typical BEC attack, a 

hacker impersonates an employee, usually an executive, and 

requests wire transfers, gift cards, or that money be sent to bogus 

charities. These attacks don’t just target high-profile users; they 

target anyone with access to financial information and other 

sensitive data, such as finance managers and payroll specialists. 

Extortion
Although extortion attacks make up less than 3% of the total 

number of targeted phishing attacks, these attacks can expose 

sensitive or potentially embarrassing information. These 

attacks are mostly sextortion email threats, where hackers 

threaten to expose sensitive or embarrassing content to their 

victims’ contacts unless a ransom is paid out. Demands are 

usually a few hundred or a few thousand dollars and need 

to be paid in cryptocurrency, which can be di�cult to trace. 

These scams can also have tragic consequences that go 

beyond monetary losses, including psychological trauma.

https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/business-email-compromise
https://www.wshu.org/connecticut-news/2023-08-11/new-haven-schools-lose-6-million-in-cyberattack-largest-in-city-history
https://www.hipaajournal.com/healthcare-industry-sees-sharp-increase-in-advanced-email-attacks/
https://cyberscoop.com/norfund-hacked-wealth-fund-10-million/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jessedamiani/2019/09/03/a-voice-deepfake-was-used-to-scam-a-ceo-out-of-243000/?sh=5f35d9b72241
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/PDF/AnnualReport/2023_IC3Report.pdf
https://blog.barracuda.com/2023/07/12/threat-spotlight-extortion-attacks
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/sextortion
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Phishing attacks
In phishing, or brand impersonation attacks, cybercriminals send 

emails that appear to be from a well-known brand or service, to 

try to trick victims into clicking on a phishing link. These attacks 

made up 35.5% of all socially engineered threats last year. Almost 

all the attacks that fall into this category include a malicious 

URL. Although phishing emails have been used by attackers for 

years, hackers have started to deploy ingenious ways to avoid 

detection by link protection technologies. They shorten URLs, use 

numerous redirects, and host malicious links on document sharing 

sites, all to avoid being blocked by email scanning technologies. 

Scamming attacks
Scamming attacks take many shapes and forms, including claims 

of lottery wins, unclaimed packages, business proposals, fake 

jobs, donation solicitations, and other schemes. Scamming 

attacks tend to be less targeted than other types of attacks, 

but they represent just over half of all social engineering 

attacks detected in the past year and are still successful.  

Hackers cast a wide net with the di�erent types of scams they 

develop, and these threats cost victims billions of dollars each 

year overall. According to the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint 

Center (IC3) 2023 report, the cost of reported cybercrime in 

the U.S. jumped 22% last year to more than $12.5 billion.

https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/brand-impersonation
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/scamming
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/PDF/AnnualReport/2023_IC3Report.pdf
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/PDF/AnnualReport/2023_IC3Report.pdf
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Gmail is the most 
abused webmail service

Top sending 
domains used for 
social engineering

74%  - All other domains

22%  - Gmail

2% - Outlook

1% - iCloud

1% - Hotmail

1% - Mail.com

Malicious actors have multiple options when it comes to 

email domains used for phishing. At the top level, they can 

host their own domains — whether on-premises or in the 

cloud — or they can use webmail services. Webmail — web-

based email accounts that can be accessed from a website, 

often for free — has been used to send both legitimate and 

malicious emails for years. Webmail accounts are easy to spin 

up, piggyback on the strong infrastructure and reputations 

of technology companies like Google and Microsoft, and 

when malicious, prey on the automatic trust that end users 

give familiar domains in the course of their work. 

In 2023, Gmail was by far the most popular free webmail 

service used in social engineering attacks, accounting 

for 22% of the domains used for social engineering in the 

data we analyzed. Rounding out the top five free webmail 

services are Outlook (2%), Hotmail (1%), iCloud (1%), and Mail.

com (1%) — all well-established services that are widely 

accessible and used primarily for legitimate purposes. 

It is partly to address this kind of abuse that Google and 

Yahoo have been on a journey to introduce proper sender 

authentication to protect their customers from email attacks 

that spoof sender domains. In 2024, they imposed increasingly 

stringent email authentication requirements on senders 

who want to deliver bulk mail to their email users. Sender 

domains will have to use fully configured DMARC (domain-

based message authentication, reporting, and conformance) 

protocols or face the consequences of getting legitimate 

inbound mail rejected due to the inability to validate the 

sender’s authenticity. These changes will help limit hackers’ 

ability to phish Gmail or Yahoo free webmail, but it will not stop 

outbound spear-phishing emails sent from those services. 

https://blog.barracuda.com/2024/02/16/new-dmarc-requirements
https://blog.barracuda.com/2024/02/16/new-dmarc-requirements
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/dmarc
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/dmarc
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Business email 
compromise, 
scamming, and Gmail

Compared to all social engineering emails analyzed in this 

report, attacks that leveraged Gmail were significantly more 

skewed toward BEC. Just over 50% of Gmail attacks were 

used for BEC attacks, compared to 10.6% of all malicious 

emails. From gift card scams to various financial transactions, 

these attacks often exploit urgency or authority in order to 

trick victims into acting quickly, precluding the type of end-

user scrutiny needed to recognize that something is amiss.

Scamming accounts for around 43% of attacks using 

Gmail, compared to around half of all malicious emails 

overall. Brand impersonation/phishing attacks are relatively 

less reliant on Gmail, accounting for just 6% of Gmail-

based threats compared to 35.5% of all malicious emails 

analyzed in this report. Conversation hijacking and extortion 

each account for only 0.1% of Gmail-based attacks.

0.1% - Conversation Hijacking

0.1%  - Extortion

50.3%  - BEC

43.5% - Scamming

6% - Phishing

Distribution of social 
engineering attacks 

using Gmail.com
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QR code attacks break 
links with security
While quick response (QR) codes have made it easier to 

visit website URLs, share contact information, and make 

electronic payments, they have also opened new avenues 

for cybercriminals to exploit. Also known as quishing, 

QR code phishing attacks rose significantly in late 2023  

and present a considerable threat to users and organizations.

QR code attacks are di�cult to detect using traditional  

email filtering methods. There is no embedded link or malicious 

attachment to scan. Email filtering is not designed to follow  

a QR code to its destination and scan for malicious 

content. QR codes sent via email also take victims 

away from corporate machines and force them to use 

a personal device, such as a phone or iPad, which 

isn’t protected by corporate security software. 

From October through December of 2023, Barracuda 

researchers detected that roughly 1 in 20 mailboxes 

were targeted with malicious QR codes. 

In these email attacks, hackers use QR codes to trick 

recipients into visiting malicious websites or downloading 

malware onto their devices. These attacks typically 

involve social engineering tactics designed to exploit 

the trust that people often place in emails. 

 

Attackers embed the QR codes in phishing emails, prompting 

users to scan the code and visit a fake page that appears 

to be a trusted service or application. Victims are usually 

tricked into entering their login credentials, which are then 

captured by an attacker. Fake QR codes may also lead 

to surveys or forms that request personal information, 

such as name, address, or Social Security number. Victims 

might be lured with promises of rewards, prizes, or a small 

payment in exchange for providing the information.

https://blog.barracuda.com/2023/10/05/quishing-what-you-need-to-know-about-QR-code-email-attacks
https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/malware
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Cybercriminals are increasingly using popular commercial URL 

shortening services to embed malicious links in phishing emails. 

URL shorteners condense the link, so the actual link of the site 

becomes obscured with random letters or numbers. Using this 

tactic can disguise the true nature and destination of the link, 

making it easier for hackers to trick their victims.  

 

 

Link protection technologies protect end users from these tactics 

by rewriting links and scanning them in real time when users 

click on them, redirecting users when the links lead to malicious 

websites. However, for end users viewing these links with their 

naked eyes — especially when they’re doing so on smartphones 

— these links may appear legitimate and get opened using 

unprotected applications or copied and pasted into a browser. 

Link shortening to hide 
intent and destination

bit.ly is used in nearly  
40% of social engineering 

attacks that include 
a shortened URL. 

Just like other phishing messages, emails that contain 

shortened links appear to come from familiar entities 

with links directing victims to legitimate-looking sites 

that require login credentials to access information. 

Attackers use several di�erent popular services. The most 

widely used is bit.ly, which is used in nearly 40% of all attacks 

that include a shortened URL. Three of the top five are well-

known third-party services. Two are major platforms — Twitter/X 

and Google — that provide their own shortening services.

In previous research from 2020, Twitter/X’s shortening service  

was used in most attacks, while bitly was used in just 3%  

of attacks.

https://www.barracuda.com/reports/spear-phishing-report-5
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Top 10 shortening services used for social engineering in 2020

Top 10 shortening services used for social engineering in 2023
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Twitter/X was used in 
most attacks in 2020. 

By 2023 bit.ly was the most  
used shortening service 
for social engineering.  
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Looking ahead:
The rising influence 
of generative AI

Since the public release in late 2022 of ChatGPT, widely 

available generative AI tools can be leveraged by 

attackers to automate content generation for phishing, 

spear phishing, and business email compromise. 

As this example shows, generative AI can be used to create 

personalized and contextually relevant messages, which can 

increase the likelihood of success. AI tools can also help in 

the spoofing of legitimate email addresses, trawling through 

public information to identify targets and tailor attacks, and 

mimicking communication patterns to deceive recipients. 

The absence of grammatical errors in AI-generated text 

adds a layer of sophistication and makes it even harder 

for traditional security measures that depend on human-

induced anomalies to identify malicious messages.

Social engineering threats thrive because of their 

ability to evolve over time. 

C

C

C

C

https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/generative-ai
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Cybercriminals are also starting to use fine-tuned systems 

accessible via the dark web (e.g. WormGPT and DarkBERT) 

to generate malicious code, craft content, gather open-

source intelligence to personalize attacks, and more.

While generative AI has lowered the bar to create more 

malicious content, defenders’ detection abilities continue 

to improve, and more threats are being detected. With the 

improvement of AI-based detection capabilities over time, and 

continued research and development into how generative 

AI can play a role in defense, security technology continues 

to keep pace with cybercriminals and their attack tactics.

Detections by Barracuda Phishing and Impersonation Protection (in millions)

January 
2023

April
2023

January 
2022

November 
2022
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September 
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December 
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ChatGPT
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1.44M

4.32M

3.76M 3.68M

4.67M

4.54M

5.59M

9.45M
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Best practices to protect 
against email attacks
As cybercriminals continue to adapt their tactics, IT and security professionals need to stay 

focused on the evolution of email attacks and the influence generative AI has on these types of 

threats. Here are five cybersecurity best practices that all organizations should put in place to 

reduce their risk and increase their cyber resilience.

• Deploy multilayered email security. Most organizations 

today will have robust spam and malware filters in place, 

however, they are not always properly configured to 

block malicious messages e�ectively. IT teams need 

to regularly perform a health check on their email 

gateway settings to ensure optimal performance. 

As threats evolve, so should your organization’s 

protection. Scammers are adapting their tactics to bypass 

gateways and spam filters, so it’s critical to have a solution 

in place that detects and protects against targeted 

phishing attacks. Supplement your gateways with AI-

powered cloud email security technology that doesn’t 

solely rely on looking for malicious links or attachments. 

• Protect users’ access. Protecting access and 

users’ accounts should be an integral part of your 

organization’s cybersecurity strategy. Start using 

multifactor authentication (MFA), which will provide 

an additional layer of security above and beyond 

username and password. Today, organizations should 

consider a more advanced Zero Trust strategy in 

which organizations continuously verify and only 

allow the right users to access the right resources. 

Deploying Zero Trust Access technology will protect 

access and reduce your exposure to lateral attacks. 

• Automate incident response. An automated incident 

response solution will help you quickly clean up any 

threats found in users’ inboxes, making remediation 

more e�cient for all email messages going forward. 

• Improve cybersecurity awareness. Educate users about 

the latest email threats by making it a part of security 

awareness training. Ensure employees can recognize 

these attacks, understand their fraudulent nature, and 

know how to report them. Use phishing simulation 

for emails and voicemail to train users to identify 

cyberattacks, test the e�ectiveness of your training, 

and evaluate the users most vulnerable to attacks. 

• Secure and back up all data. To avoid data loss as the 

result of an email-borne attack such as ransomware, 

your data needs to be properly secured, isolated, and 

backed up. You also need to make sure that your data 

backup will allow you to restore data in a reasonable 

time frame. Make sure you run drills and test your data 

back up regularly to ensure you are fully prepared.

https://www.barracuda.com/support/glossary/malware
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/phishing-protection
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/phishing-protection
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/phishing-protection
https://www.barracuda.com/products/network-protection/secureedge/zero-trust-access
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/incident-response
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/incident-response
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/security-awareness-training?utm_source=04252024a&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=blog
https://www.barracuda.com/products/email-protection/security-awareness-training?utm_source=04252024a&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=blog
https://www.barracuda.com/products/data-protection/cloud-to-cloud-backup
https://www.barracuda.com/products/data-protection/cloud-to-cloud-backup
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About Barracuda

At Barracuda, we strive to make the world a safer place.

We believe every business deserves access to cloud-

first, enterprise grade security solutions that are easy 

to buy, deploy, and use. We protect email, networks, 

data, and applications with innovative solutions 

that grow and adapt with our customers’ journey.

More than 200,000 organizations worldwide 

trust Barracuda to protect them — in ways they 

may not even know they are at risk — so they can 

focus on taking their business to the next level.

Get more information at barracuda.com.

https://www.barracuda.com
https://www.barracuda.com
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